
Student Attitude Analysis
The faculty of the University of Colorado
at Colorado Springs wanted to know how
students felt about their science and engi-
neering experiences, both in lecture cours-
es and in the laboratory. So a team of
Ph.D.s designed a survey to answer this
question using an advanced mathemati-
cal technique called small sample statis-
tics. (For the uninitiated, this means that
at least one student was asked about each
course and their answer was assumed to
be representative.) We sent the results of
this highly scientific investigation to the
Journal of Higher Education but for some
reason haven’t heard back yet about publi-
cation. Here are the key findings:  

Fluid Dynamics is a drag. Electrostat-
ics is repulsive. Cryogenics is cool. Spectros-
copy is grating. Ultra-High Vacuum Tech-
nology sucks. Optics is enlightening.
Pathobiology is sickening. Plasma Physics
is hot. Acoustics is humdrum. Nutrition
is distasteful. The ACS exams on any
subject are detestable. Using the machine
shop is boring. Quantum Chemistry is
uncertain. NMR Spectroscopy is pulsat-
ing. General Chemistry is too elementary.
Relativity Physics is transforming. Calcu-
lus is a transcendental experience. Engi-
neering Mechanics is too stressful. Aero-
dynamics is uplifting. Thin Film
Technology is superficial.

(Unfortunately we could not get too
many actual science students to fill out the
survey, since they were usually too busy,
so we mostly got English majors . . .)

Jim Eberhart
Professor of Chemistry 
University of Colorado 

at Colorado Springs 

Comments Causing This Chemist
to Cringe
We chemists are habituated to exact termi-
nology at work. This means that often
we have to force ourselves to ignore the
sloppy lingo used elsewhere. Here are some
examples of “chemically impure” speech
that particularly bother me:

“This food contains no chemicals.”
Since food consists of many kinds of carbo-
hydrates, proteins, fats, etc., a can carry-
ing the claim of being chemically free
would be a container of vacuum.

“Chemical spill! Call HAZMAT!”
Never mind, it’s only a glass of wine.

“Disarm a country of its chemical
weapons.” In addition to poison gases, this
term includes bullets, bombs, knives, spears,
clubs and sharp stones, all of which are
made of chemicals and are, therefore, chem-
ical weapons.

“She takes lithium to maintain her sani-
ty.” Actually, only lithium salts are ever
ingested. Lithium itself, a reactive metal,

would combine with water or blood so vigor-
ously as to cause a truly unpleasant instance
of “heartburn” and “gas”.

Joel Kirschbaum

Good Question
When I completed my Ph.D. thesis, my
youngest sister was about 13 years old.
After my defense, I called my parents to
tell them I passed. When my sister got
on the phone, she said, “I’m glad you
finished your book report.” I tried to
explain that a dissertation isn’t a book
report, it is based on independent research
and that nobody had done the same
work previously. Skeptically she then asked
me, “If nobody ever did this before, how
do they know you got the right answer?” 

Phil McKittrick

Quotation
“Science is a wonderful thing if one does
not have to earn one’s living at it.” 

Albert Einstein ◆
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Please send your work-related stories to the
Editorial Office as listed on page 3. If your humor
is published, you will receive a Today’s Chemist at
Work souvenir.
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